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I watched ‘Wendy’ re-
cently. I hadn’t read or
watched any previous adap-
tations of ‘Peter Pan’. But I
knew the basics – the titular
boy who would never grow
up; his adventures in Never-
land; the big bad, Hook;
Wendy; her brothers; the
fairy, Tinkerbell. 

This 2019 adaptation,

‘Wendy’, was shot partly
here and Peter is a Black
Rasta boy. Even without see-
ing the previous versions, I’d
venture, that’s different. I
guessed that it was meant to
be Wendy’s take on the tale
and knew it was directed by
Behn Zeitlin (Beasts of the
Southern Wild).  The reviews
haven’t been great – 38% on

Rotten Tomatoes/54% on
MetaCritic. I tend to agree
with the middling reviews.
But there were things I liked. 

Like the choice to enter
the story through sound (be-
ginning with the train that
ultimately takes the children
away); the sound cues point
where we needed to direct
our attention and suggest the

inner world of the characters. 
Like the jaunty, adven-

turous-sounding score.
Like Sweet Heavy, a

small role but one of the
more natural and charismatic
children in the movie. He im-
pressed on me in his first
scene; the way he introduces
himself, and the way his eyes
slide to the side in response
to rustling in the bushes, a
beat before we see what he’s
responding to.

Like the bits of us that
snuck in; for instance, the
Antigua-accented “Hmph”
Peter threw at Wendy before
walking away, only to turn
back in an authentically
childlike way to demand
“you coming”.

Like the exposition in
the first act being delivered
primarily in the child’s voice
via a self-drawn story Wendy
tells herself – speaking to the
power of the imagination, a
motif of the film. “Let me tell
you a story,” she says. We,
also, get a story from her
hard working, waitress
mother – pressed by Wendy
and her rambunctious broth-
ers. It is of the self she let go,
a bleak commentary on
growing up. I can’t say how
loyal ‘Wendy’ was to the
original text. But exchanges
like “the more you grow up,
the less you get to do the
things that you want to” and,
at Wendy’s reaction, “geez,
Wendy, I was just explaining
life” and her “not my life” in
response, was the meat the
movie gave me to chew on –
growing up should not mean
letting go of everything mag-
ical, innocent, and adventur-
ous within yourself. Much as
it’s populated by swashbuck-
ling youngsters, this doesn’t
play like a movie for children
who have yet to contemplate
the possibility that “your life
will go by and nothing will
ever happen”, a dark, and
sobering idea. Lines like
“nobody’ll talk to you any-
more; that’s how you’ll know
you’re old” are a gut punch

“Let me tell
you a story”

Scene from Wendy, off the coast of Montserrat (screen capture from the Wendy trailer). 
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in the movie’s bleakest mo-
ments (and that whole sec-
tion with the olds dreaming
of stealing back their youth
in the ashy grey of Montser-
rat’s exclusion zone is bleak).
Wendy’s entreaty to her
brother, the future Hook,

“you can’t lose hope, that’s
what’s making you old”, is
one in-story answer to the
dilemma of aging.

Like the setting which
included Hell’s Gate Island
off Antigua, Barbuda’s
frigate bird sanctuary and

caves, and, yes, recognizing
the setting does steal some of
the fantasy, but for the film’s
true audience, it’s a fresh
backdrop for an old tale.

Speaking of, I’m not sure
of the plans but films being
made here can potentially

evolve the filmmaking re-
sources on island beyond
being a backdrop to the
global film industry. That
young talent (including … as
Pan) starred, much like Anna
Paquin did when ‘The Piano’
filmed in her native New
Zealand, is promising. 

‘Twelve Years a Slave’ di-
rector Steve McQueen, an
award winning UK director
with Caribbean roots, re-
cently said, “There are so
many stories from the
Caribbean that need to be il-
luminated. They are like
treasures buried deep below
sand. It is wonderful that
Shabier is bringing such sto-
ries to light.” He’s speaking
of Shabier Kirchner, the An-
tiguan filmmaker recently
mentioned in ‘CREATIVE
SPACE: It’s not all about Net-
flix’ for his short film Dadli.
Shabier will be making his
feature directorial debut on
the adaptation of Jamaican
writer Kei Miller’s ‘Augus-
town’, produced by Mc-
Queen. Promise blooms.

Sweet Heavy (screen capture from the Wendy trailer).

Yashua Mack as Peter (still from Wendy).

Hook and Pan face off at what looks like Hell’s Gate island (screen cap-
ture from the Wendy trailer). 


